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Logline
A young hedonistic photographer returns to Senegal after the death of his estranged father.

Synopsis
Leke, a young successful photographer living a hedonistic lifestyle in London, has
been estranged from his father for many years. He hasn't returned to Senegal since his
childhood. When his father becomes ill and suddenly dies, Leke has to make the journey
back to bury his father and to rediscover a culture he has long forgotten.

Director's Statement
When I started to plan this film, I wanted to explore the idea of looking at the story of going back
through the lens of someone being away for so long and the sense of alienation and disorientation,
that comes with that when one finally returns. With White Colour Black telling the story of someone
with two cultures and cultural influences was very important to me.
Leke exists in a settled patterned life. One which his every hedonistic wants are easily satisfied, yet
something about him is in flux, the routine has lost its lustre. He’s haunted by a call to engage to a part
of his life back in Senegal that he has since become estranged from. I wanted to give Leke the time and
space to reconcile himself to the journey.
Filming in Senegal was a remarkable process. The diversity of the country and landscapes meant we
could really reflect Leke’s journey. From bustling Dakar, to the tranquillity of Popenguine and the other
worldliness of Lac Rose (Pink Lake) we were able to make the landscape an integral part of our visual
story telling.
Joseph a. Adesunloye is a British-Nigerian film
director-writer-producer. He was born in
Lagos, Nigeria and grew up in London. Joseph
developed an interest in film and theatre from
a young age. In his teens he decided to pursue
a career in film. He graduated from the
University of Aberdeen with a Masters of Arts
in English Literature and Film Studies and
subsequently attended the London Film
Academy.

Joy Gharoro-Akpojotor is an award-winning
Producer who graduated from Queen Mary,
University of London with a BA in Film Studies
and subsequently completed an MA in
Creative Writing in Films, Plays and TV from

City University, London. She has established a
strong dynamic voice as a writer and
producer. Her work has achieved worldwide
distribution through various prominent
international festivals.

CAST
one, Dudley had many wins
under his belt, with the
Senior ABA’s being a
highlight, ranking him the
number one boxer in
England in his Welter
Weight category. No easy
task, especially not for
someone who had become
increasingly in demand as a
high fashion model.
After not being picked for
the 2012 Olympic games he
stopped boxing and started
to focus on he’s true
passion which is acting and
continues to pursue that.

Dudley O’Shaughnessy shot
to international attention
after he starred in Rihanna’s
2011 global smash ‘We
Found Love’. Hailing from
East London’s Canning
Town, Dudley was a boxer
since the age of nine. With
his Father, a Pro Boxing
trainer, taking over the reins
when Dudley was eleven, he
worked his way up through
the ranks. A regular fixture
at West Hams Amateur
Boxing Club in
Plaistow Dudley shared his
gym with boxing greats such
as Terry Spinks (Gold at the
Olympics), Nigel Ben, Kevin
Mitchell and Matthew
Marsh. At twenty-

Yrsa Daley-Ward is a
model, actor and writer of
mixed West Indian and
West African heritage.

Born to a Jamaican
mother and a Nigerian
father, Yrsa was raised by
her devout Seventh Day
Adventist grandparents in
the small town of Chorley
in the North of England.
Yrsa interweaves
experience with each
influence to fuse poetry
with theatre, music and
storytelling. She travels a
lot grasping for that
illusive thing known as
Good Mental Health.
Food makes her happy.
Very very.

Wale Ojo began acting with
the first television station in
Africa as a child prodigy and
star. He turned professional
in the United Kingdom at
the age of 21. He is the
pioneer and founder of the

New Nigeria Cinema whose
aim is to improve the
quality of Nigerian films. To
date, he runs a yearly
festival titled New Nigeria
Cinema Day at the British
Film Institute in London. A
great lover of Shakespeare,
he is at the moment
researching an African
movie adaptation of one of
the Bard’s plays.

Alassane Sy “Everything
that happens to you, even if
it’s bad, there is something
in there,” says Alassane Sy
softly. The rising actor from
Senegal knows this more
than most. He was born in
Mauritania but had to flee
the country in 1989 during
the Mauritania-Senegal
Border War.

Jonas Accompas’
“Mediterranea” which has
been a global sensation.
Alassane is increasingly
taking on a producing
duties and he’s also turning
his hand to directing. He
has recently shot his short
“Marabout” which he is
currently developing into a
feature.

He began his acting career
in France in “The American”
and returned to the screen
again with Andrew
Dosunmu’s “Restless City”.
He has had a great creative
trajectory over the years,
his last project was the
Sundance Lab feature
where he co-starred in

CREW

Rory Skeoch is a freelance
cinematographer and a
graduate of Ravensbourne,
where he studied Digital
Film Production. For the last

four years Rory has gained
credits across a variety of
projects ranging from music
videos and high-end
commercials, for clients
such as Harrods, to low
budget independent
features and shorts. Rory
always tries and spread
himself across a broad
spectrum of projects as his
skill progresses both
creatively and technically,
but his heart will always lie

in good fictional drama and
the art of telling a story.

Christopher C.F. Chow is a
London-based editor from
Hong Kong. On completing
his psychology degree,
Christopher went on to
study at the London Film
Academy where he was
awarded the "Most
Enterprising Student" of the
year. His graduation short
films received
Commendation at the 17th
Festival of Fantastic Films
and screened in many
international festivals
including Australia, Spain,
Thailand, France and UK.

Mathieu Karsenti is a music
composer for film and TV
based in London, UK.
With over 25 years’
experience and involvement
in music, he has fronted his
own band songwriting and

performing live, worked as
a session musician, coached
and produced music for
independent artists, and
produced/composed music
for successful
entertainment, children’s,
comedy and documentary
TV shows (BBC, ITV,
Channel 4, Sky, Bravo U.S.)
and for independent
filmmakers.

Lukas Kudapcenka is a First
Assistant Director working
in London and the UK. Lukas
studied Film Production at
London’s University of
Westminster. He began his
career at ESPN and Vice,
and later worked in New
York and the UK on
commercials, music videos,

shorts and feature films as
well as TV drama.

Marco Turcich is an Art
Director and Production
Designer who defines
himself as a cross-over
artist: working over
different means of
expression in sight of
finding the most
appropriate one according
to needs and inclination. By
combining the theatricality
and theatrical devising
inspired by Tadeusz Kantor
with the more
contemporary visual
narrative of Robert Lepage
and Romeo Castellucci, the
aesthetic of his work results
as an eclectic combination
of visual materials.
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